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busythings.co.uk is our online product hosting all our software dedicated
to young learners and SEN children in schools, nurseries and at home. It is a
fantastic, versatile and powerful resource that will serve you and your children
well. This user guide is written to help you get the very best out of this
product.
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There are two basic subscription types: school and home user. This guide
covers both - so we describe the site as being managed by teachers or
parents; and its activities as being accessed and played by pupils or children.
In line with this, the busythings site can be viewed in two ways: a Teacher/
Parent view from which teachers/parents can structure the children’s play,
and access useful tools and resources. and a Pupil/Child view in which all
the teacher/parent ‘management’ buttons are hidden but children can access
activities freely and easily, You can switch quickly between these two views by
pressing the T key on your keyboard.
This user guide explains how the Teacher/
Parent and Pupil/Child views work together.
Part One covers the bare essentials:
logging on, navigating the menus,
understanding what we call setups, and
using the basic teacher/parent controls. Part
Two describes the extra facilities contained in
busythings.co.uk including creating, customising
and managing setups, using the easy and advanced
search tools and printing out the paper-based
resources that back up the activities.
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There are two ways of logging in: using a general login which gives
access to the whole site and through setup logins which closes off the
teacher/parent controls and give access only to pre-arranged collections of
the activities. This part of the guide concentrates on using a general login.
For information on setup logins and their benefits see “Login methods
explained” on page 12 and “Setup logins” on page 13.

General login
To log in with full access you will need to use your default username
and password. These will have been provided by us at the start of your
subscription or trial.
Visit www.busythings.co.uk and click Log in at the top
right of the web page.
On the Login screen
type in your username
and password and click
the Log in button.
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This will lead to the
setup selection
screen.

If you have forgotten your username and/or password click on the
question mark button on the Login screen.

Choosing a setup
As you will see on the setup
selection screen, we have created
three default setups configured for
children at three skill levels.
Clicking one of the setup icons
accesses all the activities at the
chosen level.
You can add your own custom setups to this menu or hide the ones
you won’t use. See “Creating a new setup” on page 15 and
“Setup management” on page 14 for more information.
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Once you have entered a setup you are
presented with the main menu. To access
the menu of standard games, click on
the large Areas of learning button.
Games are ordered by category so just
click through the sub-menus and choose
a game.

You can edit these menus to hide categories or activities or even to
change the menu structure and appearance. See “Removing/adding
activities from a setup” on page 21 and “Changing a setup’s
menu structure” on page 17 for more information.
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Navigating the menus and launching
the standard activities

Clicking this button on the bottom left of the menu and activity
screens returns you to the previous screen.
This button, located on the left-hand side of
the menu screens, takes you directly back to
the setup selection screen.

Quick-fire activities in the Busy Box
One other exciting way to access activities is
through the collection of
mini-games which we have
called the Busy box. This
is opened from the Main
menu.

Choose the collection
from which activities
are chosen - Literacy,
Numeracy,
Mishmash (other
types of activity) or
Whole caboodle
(the full set). The player will then be given randomly selected activities to play
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Each of the four Busy box categories can be shown or hidden as
desired for any given setup. You might want to do this to focus the
children’s play. See “Removing/adding activities from a setup” on
page 21 for information on how to do this.
Each correctly completed game wins the player a star. Once five stars have
been collected, a ‘sticker’ is awarded.
Stickers and stars are displayed at the
top of the game screen.
When you return to the Busy Box menu after winning
stickers, the sticker chest which was previously locked is
open. Clicking on it
will open a sticker
scene with the
awarded stickers at
the bottom of the screen. Drag your
stickers into the main area to create
your own scene. This scene can be
printed out or saved to the Public
gallery (see next section).
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one after another. Each mini-game is designed to only last a few seconds
so children’s attention won’t wander and a large number of topics will be
covered quickly. Use the Busy Box for revision or just for fun!

A great feature of the Busy Box is the
ability for schools and households to
be pitched against each other. There
is a school and nursery league
and a home user league. At the
bottom of the Busy Box menu is the
leaderboard, which shows the name
and star count of the current leader of
your league on the left and your position
and star count on the right. Clicking
the triangle button shows the full leaderboard of the top 100 positions. Your
position is indicated with a yellow and orange-ringed marker.
The star counts reflect the total number of stars collected by all the
setups in your account over the last 7 day period.
You can change the name of your school as it appears in the
Busy box leaderboard and Public gallery in Tools and
resources. See page 28 for details.
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Busy projects is a collection of
simple-to-use tools which enable
children to create work linked to a
variety of topics. Within a project,
children can combine their own
work into huge online collaborations. A
project will be constantly changing and
growing as children add to it. Whether it’s a child at home, a single class or
several schools contributing, a project can grow dramatically in the space of
half an hour!
Busy projects are arranged
according to topics and
themes. Select a topic or
theme to see which projects are available, and then
click on a project to select it.
You can also see projects
arranged by top 20
most popular projects
and 20 most recent
projects.
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Collaborate with other users in Busy
Projects

Contributing to a project

When entering a project for the first time an instruction panel
is displayed. Click the tick button to close this panel and see
a display of all the contributions that have been made. To contribute to a
project click the Join in button.
You can hide the contribution labels by unchecking the
Labels box. A label will then only display when you
roll over a contribution with your mouse.
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Show off your project work with social
networking!
To let others see what you have been doing click the Publish
project button on the left hand side of the project screen.
Links to your work are generated automatically and you can
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You can filter the display to only show contributions
from your account or to show all contributions.
Choose one of the options on the View panel. This is
particularly approriate for class work.

post them to Twitter or Facebook, or embed them into your school blog. You
can view project work on desktop computers, phones, iPad and other tablet
devices. You can also print it out for display or save it as image files. All the
Publish project options include the facility to only export work from your
school.

Public gallery
Pictures for the Public gallery can be
created and saved within many of the
creative activities.
Where this facility exists
you will see a button
similar to this. Simply
create your picture and
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Click this button on the activity menus to see your
pictures and what other users are creating on
busythings.co.uk in the Public gallery.

You can change the name of your school as it appears in the
Public gallery and in the Busy box leaderboard in Tools and
Resources. See page 28 for details.

Latest release
We add new content to busythings.co.uk every
month which is shown of the quick-link Latest
release button on the main menu.
The new content is highlighted on the
menu screens by a ‘New for…’ graphic.

Teacher/Parent things: the basics
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then click this Save to gallery button and enter a name. Clicking the tick
button will add your picture to the gallery.

Teacher things and Parent things are the buttons and features that
are meant for the grown-ups rather than the children. They are visible in
Teacher/Parent view and hidden in Pupil/Child view. Pressing T on
your keyboard hides or restores them.

Instructions and curriculum information
You are shown a brief pop-up description when
selecting an activity on a menu screen. However,
each activity has a Teacher/Parent things panel
that carries playing instructions and lists the
curriculum topics it supports.

Teacher things

Parent things

Open the panel by
clicking the Teacher/
Parent things button
in the top right-hand
corner of the activity
screen.
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This panel also provides buttons
to access the activity’s settings
(see page 21), make the
game a favourite (see page
22) and to access any linked resources (see page 23).

The main Teacher/Parent Things area
The main Teacher/Parent things area houses lots of features to maximise
the value of your subscription. From here you can create, customise and
manage setups, find or create paper resources, save or print clip art, and
more.
In Teacher/Parent view, in the top right
hand corner of the setup selection screen,
you will see a Teacher/Parent things
panel, containing buttons labelled Tools and
resources and Setup management. We
explain how the Tools and Resources and Setup Management areas work in
Part Two of this user guide.
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To expand or collapse
the list of curriculum
links click the triangles
next to the headings.

Teacher/Parent things are only available when logged in with
full access using your default username and password as
described on page 4. For further information of login methods
see ”Login methods explained” on page 12.

Help
There is a Help button on all the menu and teacher/parent
screens. While we hope everything is self-explanatory, click this
button if you need more assistance. Then click anywhere on
the screen where there is a little question mark to learn more.
You will need to close the Help mode by clicking the
button again before you can continue.
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Hiding all the Teacher/Parent things

Having children log in directly to a setup is a simpler and more certain way
of preventing access to the Teacher/Parent view. This also bypasses the
setup selection screen. See “Setup logins” on page 13 for more.

General logout
If you have logged into the whole site using the default username and
password, you can log out from the setup selection screen. This is accessed
by clicking the Back button until you return to the
screen or by clicking Swap setup on the setup
panel in the top left corner of any menu screen. On
the setup selection screen click the
Logout button in the bottom right
corner.
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If you have logged in using the general login, Teacher/Parent things
are available in three places: on the setup selection screen, on the menu
screens within setups and within each activity. As
indicated on many of the screens, these controls can be
hidden from the children with a
single T key press. Press T again
to restore the buttons.

This concludes all the basic information about busythings.co.uk. For
instructions on getting the most out of our website turn to Part Two.
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While Part One covers everything you need to know to use busythings.
co.uk at a basic level, this section of the user guide shows you how to make
the most of all its features.

Login methods explained
There are two ways of logging into busythings.co.uk: logging into the site
as a whole (which we described in Part One) and logging directly into a
particular setup.
A setup is a collection of busythings.co.uk activities that have
been brought together and configured especially to meet the needs
of a individual child or group of children. You can modify existing
setups or create new ones as explained from page 14.
Logging into the whole site (general login) means you have easy
access to both the Teacher/Parent view with the grown-up controls and
Pupil/Child view with these controls turned off. You can switch between
the two views simply by pressing the T key. All your setups are available on
one menu so it is not necessary to log out to switch between them when
children swap over on the computer. The down side of this convenience is
that inquisitive children can gain access to the grown-up controls or to setups
not intended for them.
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Part Two: Making full use
of busythings.co.uk
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Logging directly into a setup (setup login) hides the teacher/parent
buttons and fixes busythings.co.uk in the Pupil/Child view. Each setup
can be given its own username and password to bypass the setup selection
menu. This prevents children tampering with or getting lost in the advanced
features and ensures they remain in their own appropriate setup.
General login

Setup login
Q&D, 3 St. James Court,
Derby DE1 1BT, UK
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Email
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This table spells out the differences between the two methods of logging in.
Setup login

Username and
password

Use the default username and
password originally provided by us.

Use the setup’s exclusive username
and password (see “Setup logins” on
page 13). The general login details
can then be reserved for the teacher/
parent.

Setups
accessible

All setups are available on the setup
selection screen.

Logging in takes you directly into one
setup and the setup selection screen
is never seen.

Teacher/Parent
things

Can always be made available or
hidden on a T key press.

Not accessible.

Benefits

Grown-ups can access advanced
features, tools and resources at any
time.

Children use the configuration
intended for them without risk of
getting inappropriate settings.

Children can easily swap setups on a
shared computer if they know which
icon on the setup selection screen is
theirs.

Children cannot get in a tangle by
accidentally or through curiosity
accessing the Teacher/Parent
things.

No need for each child to have their
own login details.

Children get used to having a unique
username and password.

Children can accidentally or
deliberately alter the settings or get
lost in the advanced features.

Teacher/Parent things are not
readily accessible so if you want to
alter settings, access information or
print a resource you must first log
out and then log in with the default
username and password.

Disadvantages

Children can access all setups and
may end up using inappropriate
settings.
When to use

When you can trust your children to
only click what you have told them.
When multiple children have free
access to busythings.co.uk.
When you are confident that you can
resolve any problems that children
inadvertently cause.
When you want easy and regular
access to the resources and settings.
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General login

When you have a number of setups in
use and want to ensure your children
are using the right one.
When your children are particularly
inquisitive or precocious and you
want to prevent them altering
settings or getting in a muddle.
When you want to establish a pattern
of using personal logins.

Setup logins
Each setup can have its own username and password. Logging in using a
setup’s unique details bypasses the setup selection screen and takes children
directly into the main menu.
The three default setups already have usernames and passwords. The
username and password for a new or modified setup can be chosen by the
teacher/parent when the setup is first made. For information on creating
setups and editing setup details see “Creating a new setup” on page 15.
You can find the usernames and
passwords of all your setups by clicking
the Setup management button on
the setup selection screen. (You must
be in Teacher/Parent view using the general
login). You will see a list of the current setups.
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Make a note of the details or print them out.

Setup logout
If you have logged directly into a setup,
log out by clicking the button on the left
hand side of the setup’s menu screens.

Setup management
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Usernames and passwords are also displayed on
the setup selection screen if you roll over a setup’s
icon.

The Setup management screen is the ‘control centre’ of busythings.
co.uk. From here you can ensure that the site works just as you want it to.
You can create new setups, modify existing setups, and hide or delete setups
you don’t want to use. For each setup you can change the control method
(mouse, switch or whiteboard/touchscreen), presentation of content and
activity settings.
REMEMBER: The Setup management screen is
only accessible in Teacher/Parent view using the
general login. To access it click the yellow button in the
top right corner of the setup selection screen.
The screen carries a list of
all your setups and their
details. Use the vertical bar
to the right of the list to
scroll through it.
You can hide/show
a setup’s icon on the
setup selection screen
by using the OFF/ON
tick box to the right of
its entry.
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You can print out the list of setups by clicking this
button on the top left of the screen.
When it comes to creating or modifying setups we distinguish between a
setup’s content and its interface.
The content comprises the activities that have been included in a setup
- together with their settings. The content may range from the whole
busythings collection down to a small number of activities put together and
configured for a particular purpose.
The interface determines how the activities in a setup are accessed and
played - this includes login details, menus, and control methods.
In the sections that follow we explain how you can use the setup
management functions to select the content and shape the interface of
the setups you create or modify so as to ensure that your children get the
maximum benefit and enjoyment out of playing the activities they contain.
The buttons that open the way to creating and modifying setups are at the
top left and bottom of the Setup management screen.
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Turn OFF setups which you do not want to appear on the setup
selection screen but do not want to delete permanently.

Click this button to create a new setup. This is explained
in detail in “Creating a new setup” below.
Click this button to alter a setup’s name, username,
password or icon (called ‘particulars’), the appearance of
the menus and the control method (mouse/whiteboard/
switch). See “Modifying a setup’s interface” on page
17.
Click this button to change which games are available
to the selected setup and the game settings. See
“Modifying a setup’s content” on page 20.
Clicking Delete will permanently delete the selected setup.

Creating a new setup
Creating a new setup is quick and
easy. Click the Create a new setup
button on the Setup management
screen. This opens the Create a
setup panel with four simple steps.
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In Step 1 choose a starting point:

or if you have already created other
setups, choose the one that you can
most easily modify to generate the new
one.
Click the Next button and
you will be taken to Step 2.
Here you are asked to give
the new setup a name (required)
and, if you want children to log
directly into it, a username and
unique password. You can also
choose an icon to represent the
setup.
Click Next to go to Step 3.
In Step 3 the first option gives you a
variety of menu structure choices. Rolling
over each item in the drop-down list gives
you a description but we recommend
you try each one out to see the range of
possibilities for yourself. See “Changing a
setup’s menu structure” on page 17 for
more on this subject.
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Either select the skill level you are aiming
for

You may also choose a background colour
and pattern to help make each setup more
distinctive. Click Next to go to Step 4.
You need only alter anything
in Step 4 if the children will
not be using this setup at a
desktop computer using a
mouse. For information on the
IWB or touch and Switch
options see “Changing a setup’s control method” on page 19.
When you have completed these steps click the OK button to confirm
your choices. You will see that the new setup has been added to the
list of existing setups - and to the setup selection screen.
Having created the new setup, you can use Alter content to select and fine
tune its content and pick out Favourites (see “Modifying a setup’s content”
on page 20). Once this is done the new setup is ready for use.
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As well as creating whole new setups, you can change elements in an existing
setup’s interface - its name, login details, icon, menu style, or control method
- at any time. This applies to the three default setups as well as to any of the
other setups you may have created.
First select the setup whose interface you
want to modify by clicking its entry in the list
on the Setup management screen. It will
be highlighted and the editing buttons at the
bottom of the screen will become active.
REMEMBER: The Setup management screen
is only accessible in Teacher/Parent view using a
general login. To open the screen, click the button in
the top-right of the setup selection screen.
Click the
Alter
interface
button to bring up the Alter
interface panel. This panel
has three tabs. The first,
Particulars, is where you can
edit the setup’s name, username,
password and icon.
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Modifying a setup’s interface

The Alter interface panel can also be
accessed from within a setup by clicking
the Alter interface button underneath
the setup’s icon in the top right corner of
the activity menu screens. You must be in Teacher/Parent view.
When accessing the panel in this way, the Particulars tab is not
available.

Changing a setup’s name and login details
Select the Particulars tab on the Alter interface panel (see previous
section) and type in the changes you want to make to the setup’s name,
username, or password. You can choose a new icon for the setup at the
bottom of the panel.
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Here are some examples of the types of menu you can choose:

Above: Letters and Sounds only. If
you want to focus solely on phonics this
is the arrangement to choose.
Right: Basic types.
Activities are grouped by themes such
as ‘Thinking’, ‘Exploring’ and ‘Listening’.
There are no sub-category menus.
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Right: Curriculum-based 1: textless.
Simplify the menus by having picture buttons
only.

Clicking the Menu options tab on the Alter interface panel (see above)
takes you to an Organise menus by drop-down list of the available menu
structures. The text below the window gives you a description of the current
selection. We recommend you try out each option so you can pick the type of
menu that is appropriate for your setups.
Once you have made your choice click the OK button to confirm it.

While you are changing the
menu structure with the
Menu options tab,
don’t forget that
you can alter the
setup’s menu
background
too!
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As well as choosing the way menus are presented in a setup you
can hide menu items (both whole categories and individual games).
This is done on the Alter content screen. See “Removing/adding
activities from a setup” on page 21.
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Changing a setup’s control method

If the setup will be used at
an interactive whiteboard
or touch screen computer
select IWB or touch. This
is important, as otherwise
some interface and game
features will be lost.
Selecting IWB or touch
ensures that features
dependant on mouse
rollover are not disabled
when using a whiteboard or
touch screen.
To control busythings.co.uk using one or two switch devices click
Switch then select either Space (one switch) or Space and Enter (two
switches). If you choose the one switch option you must then select the time
interval that the switch highlight rests on each element of the screen. The
space bar (and enter key) on the keyboard are used to control the switch
highlight unless you attach a switch input device to the computer to use
instead.
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Mouse is the default method of control in busythings.co.uk. You may also
choose touch, whiteboard or switch control. To change this setting you
must open the Alter interface panel.

If you select Hide Back button in activities, switch users will be
prevented from leaving an activity accidentally. The M key must be used to
return to the menu.
Click the OK button to confirm your setting.
Please note that a few of the busythings.co.uk
games are not supported by switch control. In these
cases you will see a message over the game’s button
on the menu. You can hide these games altogether
for a switch-controlled setup. See “Removing/adding
activities from a setup” on page 21.
A change in the setup’s control method to either
Interactive whiteboard or Switch is signalled by
a graphic in the corner of the setup’s icon.
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The Alter content
screen is a powerful
content editing tool
that you can use
to organise and
customise any setup,
making different
activities and
settings available for
different children or
groups of children
to explore and play.

First select the setup you want to modify by
clicking its entry on the list on the Setup
management screen. It will be highlighted
and the editing buttons at the bottom of the
screen will become active. Click the Alter
content button to bring up the Alter
content screen.
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Modifying a setup’s content

REMEMBER: The Setup management screen is only accessible in
Teacher/Parent view using the your general login. Click the button in
the top right of the setup selection screen.
The Alter content screen can also be
accessed from within a setup by clicking the
Alter content button underneath its icon
in the top right corner of the activity menu
screens. You must be in Teacher/Parent view.
On the Alter setup screen the name of
the setup whose content you are changing
appears (with its icon) at the top of the table
of activities.
The table contains the titles and brief descriptions of all the activities grouped by the areas of learning or learning objectives they support.
Click the tabs on the left side of the table to select how you want the
activities to be grouped and displayed while on this screen.
Use the By learning objective tab if you are building a
collection of activities to support a teaching program.
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Once you have got down to the activities level,
you will see a row of icons alongside each
activity title:
You may assign any activities in the current setup to its Favourites
collection. Simply click the circle in the Set as a favourite column
and the activity will be appear in the setup’s Favourites menu. For more
information on using the Favourites feature see “Favourites” on page 22.
Click to see the instructions and curriculum links for the activity. For
more, refer to “Instructions and curriculum information” on page 9.
Click to access supporting resources. For more on resources see
“Supporting resources” on page 24.
Click to open and play the activity.

Removing/adding activities from a setup
On the Alter content screen you can add individual activities or whole
groups of activities (e.g. all those supporting the same area or learning) to the
current setup - or remove them from it - simply by clicking the circles in the
first column of the table.
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Click the rows to contract and expand the
folders containing the activities.

If the circle shows a tick the grouping or activity will appear on the
setup’s menus.
If this sign shows, the grouping or activity will be hidden.

REMEMBER: The Alter content screen is only accessible in Teacher/
Parent view using your general login. It is available on the Setup
management screen and on the left-hand edge of activity menus.

Changing activity settings
The Alter content
screen provides you with
all the settings for all the
activities in one place and
is therefore a quick way of
checking or changing the settings of all
the activities in the current setup.
You will see this button
alongside the activities that have
configurable settings. Click it if you want
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to check or change the settings of the activities in the current setup.

Any changes you make in the settings will still be in place when the setup is
next opened and will apply to that setup only.
An activity’s settings
can also be accessed
through the Teacher/
parent things
button in the activity itself. This is handy
if you wish to change settings while the
activity is being played. Note that this
button is only available if you have used
the general login and are in Teacher/
Parent view.

Restoring a setup’s default settings
There is a button at the top of the Alter content screen that
you can use to cancel the changes you have made to a setup and
return it to its original form. Clicking this button will return the
current setup to a default configuration of your choosing.
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Settings are particularly important for the Letters and Sounds activities
where children will be working systematically through the content.

REMEMBER: The Alter content screen is only accessible in Teacher/
Parent view using the general login. It is available on the Setup
management screen and on the left-hand edge of activity menus. To
avoid all risk of children accidentally resetting all your configuration ensure
they use a setup login. See “Setup logins” on page 13.

Favourites
You can put your own shortlist of activities into
Favourites which children can open directly
by clicking this button on the Main menu.
Use Favourites either as a shortcut to frequently
played activities or as a way of focusing children
on a selection of preferred activities from the setup. Should you
wish, all the other buttons on the main menu can be hidden leaving only a
Favourites selection. See “Removing/adding activities from a setup” on page
21 for detail on hiding menu items.
As long as you are in Teacher/
Parent view, you can add an
activity to a setup’s Favourites
collection either via the Teacher/Parent things
panel accessed from the activity’s screen or via
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The Favourites button can be
hidden from children by altering the
configuration of their setup. See
“Removing/adding activities from a
setup” on page 21.

Finding activities
There are two ways of finding a particular activity: the Easy search tool and
the more advanced Teacher/Parent search tool (a Teacher thing that
can be hidden with a T key press when using the general login).

Easy Search
This is a search tool
easy enough for young
children to use. The
games are categorised by
pictures which, when clicked on, will display a selection of relevant activities
to choose from.
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the Setup Management button on the
setup selection screen. See “Modifying a setup’s
content” on page 20.

The Easy search button can be hidden from children by altering
the configuration of their setup. See page 21.

Teacher/Parent search
The Teacher/
Parent search
tool is more
advanced. It is only
available in Teacher/Parent
view. By typing in a key word
you can find activities based on name, theme, element or curriculum aspect.
The activities that are suggested can be immediately shown/hidden, modified
for the current setup or opened.

Tools and resources
There is a teacher/parent
area located on the setup
selection screen called
Tools and resources that
houses a number of tools
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Supporting resources
Resources are only available in Teacher/Parent view. Click
the Tools and resources button
at the top right of the setup selection
screen. You can access three sets of
resources that add another dimension
to the learning experience gained by
playing the activities.

Phonics resource maker
This button gives you access to the Dog and Cat Letters
and Sounds Resource Maker, a sophisticated yet
easy-to-use tool for making your own paper resources. It
is designed to complement Phases Two and Three of the
Primary National Strategy’s Letters and Sounds: Principles
and Practice of High Quality Phonics. There are six fully customisable
templates to help teach phonics, handwriting, reading and spelling.
Print or save
hundreds of
vocabulary
items at
different
sizes.

Create a
game of
matching
pictures to
words.

Create
worksheets
for practicing
forming letters.

Create a
game of
sorting
real and
nonsense
words.

Create
worksheets
for filling in
the missing
letters.

Create display
materials or
worksheets
using
captioned
pictures.

The Letters and
Sounds Resource
Maker can also be
accessed from the Phase
Two and Phase Three activities themselves
as long as you are in Teacher/Parent
view. Click on the Teacher/Parent
things button to open the resource panel.

Clip art library
Click this button to open an extensive library of clip art
featuring characters and objects
encountered in the busythings.
co.uk activities. Select the ones
you want to print or save.
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and all of the activity-based resources. This area is only available in Teacher/
Parent view. See “Supporting resources” and “Service tools” below.
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Use the
buttons in the bottom right to quickly select or deselect
all the currently filtered images.
Click the Print button and then choose how many images per
page on the Print options panel.
Click the Save button to save JPEG images of your selection for
use in other computer applications. busythings.co.uk saves images
in a compressed (zipped) folder called “clipart” in your chosen location. You
will be presented with a message that alerts you to add the suffix “.zip” to
the file name if you rename the folder. This is necessary to ensure you can
open the images.
To see thumbnail images of your clip art files on your computer you
must first uncompress the folder. Right-click the zipped folder and
select “Extract All...”
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Use the options at the top to
choose full colour or black and
white and use the check boxes
to filter the list.

You can also access clip
art from the activities
themselves as long as
you are in Teacher/
Parent view. You will only see the clip
art related to the activity you are in.

PDF resources
Many of the busythings.co.uk activities are supported by
specially prepared PDF
resources. They are
collected together here so
that you can browse through
them and find the kind of
resource you are looking for.
Choose from colouring
sheets, worksheets and
things to make to filter the
list.
You can also access
PDF resources from the
activities themselves
as long as you are in
Teacher/Parent view. You will only see
the PDFs related to the activity you are in.
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The service tools are only available in Teacher/
Parent view and are accessible from the
Tools and resources button on the setup
selection screen. They
help you to manage the
website and to form a
picture of how it is being
used.

Usage statistics
Click this button to see usage statistics: which setups
have been accessed and activities played during a given
period of time. Use the two drop-down lists at the top
of the screen to filter the data. Pick a time period (24 hours, 48 hours, 7 days,
30 days, 365 days, Since started) and a particular setup or all setups.

The total number of times a setup was
accessed over the selected time period.
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Service tools

The total number of times any activity was
accessed by a setup over the selected time
period.
The most popular activities in the selected
setup(s) over the selected time-period.

The last ten setups that were accessed with
the dates and times accessed.
The highest ranking setups over the selected
time period. (Only shows when ‘All setups’ is
selected).

Saving to our server
The files you create while using busythings.co.uk can be saved to our server.
This option is useful when you want to open a file on another computer.
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Music files made in Monster grid
and any images saved to the Public
gallery are automatically saved to
our server.
Use the Load from busythings.co.uk
server button to import images saved to
the Public gallery into our art activities
to manipulate and paint on top of them.
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Many of our art games
feature a Save, load
and print button
which opens a panel
with five options. The purple drawer
icons save images (in PNG format)
and load images locally to or from a
chosen location on your computer or
network. The blue drawer icons save
and load to and from our server.

On the Tools and resources screen (accessed from
the setup selection screen) click this button to open the
list of your images saved to the
server.
When you open a subscription
you are allocated a limited
amount of space. Open
the Your files on the
busythings.co.uk server
screen to check how much
space you have left and to
delete files you no longer need.
Filter the saved files by the setup
from which they originated
and choose a sorting method
(alphabetically or chronologically).
Your total allocation of server space
and how much of it you have used is
shown at the bottom. If it is getting
full, select files in the list, (you
may use the shift key to select multiple items) and click the Delete
button. If you require more space than you have been allowed
please contact us.
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Changing your account settings
On the Tools and resources screen (accessed from
the setup selection screen) click this button to open the
Account settings panel where there are a number of
general controls.
If you have a schools and nurseries
subscription the Display name
is the name that is presented to
everybody else in the Busy box
leaderboard and in the Public
gallery. (Home users are simply
referred to as ‘Home user’.)
The Curriculum drop-down
list is where you can change the
curriculum which is referenced in the
Teacher/Parent things areas and
the activity menus.
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The save to busythings.co.uk server option should be used
when children want to continue work at home, or on another
computer. Please note that schools must have purchased
home access for children to use busythings.co.uk at
home.

You can also change your curriculum
from the setup selection screen when
you are in Teacher/Parent view. If
the flag in the bottom left corner is not
correct for your country, click it to open
the Curriculum panel where you can
select another.
The Default view is your preference of whether to show or hide the
Teacher/Parent things at the start of each session. As always the T key
will switch between the two views.
The Control access to Teacher/Parent things option sets the level of
security when using a general login. It has two levels of security to deter
children from accessing and tampering with the
Teacher/Parent things. When the Password
required panel opens there is also a checkbox to
keep you authorised for the rest of the session.
For complete security and to control access to
setups besides, use setup logins (See “Setup
logins” on page 13).
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The games children play in their setups are recorded. You can call up a list of
games and the curriculum objectives that they have tackled in their play.
When within a setup click the Evidence button. This
allows you to
review the games
played in the
current session
i.e. since the
last login. The
panel on the
right displays the
collective list of
corresponding
objectives. You
can exclude certain activities by unticking their checkboxes. A warning is
given if the system detects that a game has only been opened very briefly.
Click the Print button to print a record of this session.
Records of the last 3 months of
logins are stored and can
be accessed by clicking
the green Records and
certificates button on
the setup selection screen.
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Evidence and records

Printing certificates
busythings.co.uk lets you create and
print customised certificates. Click the
green Records and certificates
button on the setup selection screen to open the tool.
Make your selections regarding date, colour and
name and choose a certificate design with the paging
buttons. Click the Print button when you are ready.
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When you are in Teacher/Parent view the
length of time left on your subscription is shown
in the top left corner of the setup selection screen.
Clicking on the “Trial expires:” or
“Subscription expires:” text opens
a panel where you can see the full
details of you account.

Checking for
notices
For information on busythings.co.uk updates and news click
the Notices button on the setup selection screen when you
are in Teacher/Parent
view. It will flash to alert
you to a new notice. The
date on the button is the
date of the latest notice.
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Checking your subscription expiry
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Managing your account
Manage my account enables users to perform simple administration tasks
for themselves. This feature sits on our public website outside the busythings
subscription service. Visit our home page at www.busythings.co.uk and
click the MANAGE MY ACCOUNT tab at
the top of the screen. Busythings users can
change their default password, edit their
email settings and renew or purchase a subscription.

Changing your default password
Your general login has a default username and password that will have
been provided by us at the start of your subscription or trial. To change
your password you will need to visit www.busythings.co.uk and click the
MANAGE MY ACCOUNT tab at the top of the
home page. Enter your default username and
password and click the Log in and manage
button. Click the My details button
on the left and then enter your new
password and click Update details.
Passwords must be at least six characters long.
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Additional information
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Changing your email preferences
To change your email preferences visit our home page at www.busythings.
co.uk and click the MANAGE MY ACCOUNT
tab at the top of the screen. Enter your default
username and password and click the
Log in and manage button. Click
the My email preferences button
on the left and then select from the following options:

All emails
Selecting this option ensures you will receive emails related to your
busythings.co.uk subscription and also emails regarding any busythings.co.uk
offers we are running. We will not pass your details on to any third parties.

Essential emails only
Select this option to receive emails only related to your busythings.co.uk
subscription. We will not pass your details on to any third parties.

No email
We will send you no emails at all. Selecting this option will mean that if your
account is due to expire, we will not send you any reminders.
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Purchasing or renewing a subscription

Technical support
We hope this user guide explains everything you need to know about
busythings.co.uk. If you need help please contact us.
Telephone +44 (0)1332 364963 during office hours, Monday to Friday.
Or email duncan@busythings.co.uk.
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To purchase a subscription following a free trial, or to renew an existing
subscription visit our home page at www.busythings.co.uk and click the
MANAGE MY ACCOUNT tab at the top of the screen. Enter your default
username and password and click the Log in and manage button. You
will see several price options
for different lengths of
subscription. Click Purchase
next to your preferred option
and follow the instructions on
screen. Payments can be made
online via WorldPay. Schools can request an invoice if preferred.

busythings activities for tablets and
phones
iPad® and iPhone®
Because Apple devices do not run Adobe Flash
Player you cannot get into the busythings.co.uk
website from an iPhone or iPad.
However, we are now producing
versions of busythings activities as
apps which you can download from the App Store.
Search ‘busythings’ in the store to find them quickly.

Android™ tablets and phones
You can access busythings.co.uk from an
Android tablet or phone. The speed of the
games will vary between devices so we
recommend you take out a free trial before
purchasing.
You can find app versions of selected
busythings activities in the education section
of the Android Market. Search ‘busythings’ in the market to find them
quickly.
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